ABSTRACT. Landman et al, developed prescriptions to predict profile fitting errors for Gaussian emission lines perturbed by white noise. We show that their scaling laws can be generalized to more complicated signal-dependent "noise models" of common astronomical detector systems.
INTRODUCTION
Fitting least-squares profiles to noisy spectra is a popular form of data compression in modem astronomy. A common situation is a Gaussian emission feature for which one wants to determine four key parameters: full width at half-maximum (FWHM), line center wavelength A, peak flux / 0 , and integrated flux f L . Quantifying the errors associated with the measurement process is essential if one is to obtain reliably reduced data instead of merely condensed noise.
A wide variety of approaches for evaluating such noiseinduced "fitting errors" permeates the literature. Solutions range from analytical expressions applicable to highly specific cases, like that of strong emission lines perturbed by white noise (Landman et al. 1982 ; hereafter referred to as LRT), to numerically derived results for more general cases, like the effect of a subjective continuum fit on the equivalent widths of weak interstellar absorptions (Cardelli and Sembach 1988 ; hereafter referred to as CS).
Like LRT, we consider the case of a pure emission line. However, our desire to include all of the profile parameters (LRT did not consider / L ), treat nontrivial noise models, and avoid restrictive approximations renders an analytical solution unfeasible. Therefore, like CS, we adopt a bruteforce multiple-trial strategy, but abandon their interactive measurement scheme in favor of a purely numerical simulation.
METHOD
We consider an intrinsically Gaussian emission line that is perturbed by random noise. We specify the profile as instrumental fluxes /. sampled at fixed intervals ΔΑ. We assume that the background continuum either is negligible or can be dispatched through an essentially "noiseless" subtraction (i.e., the level can be determined accurately and unambiguously by averages over certifiably line-free pixels in the adjacent spectrum). In the more general case for which the intrinsic continuum distribution is unknown and must be estimated by a subjective human or numerical means, potentially large and difficult-to-quantify systematic errors can be introduced into the measurement process, dwarfing the noise-related uncertainties (CS).
When we fit a least-squares Gaussian profile to the noisy line shape we obtain estimates of the three independent profile parameters: FWHM, A, and / 0 . The fourth quantity, / υ is obtained from two of the others: / £ =1.065/ 0 X FWHM. Each of the fitted parameters will differ to some extent from those of the intrinsic profile; presumably the mean deviations will depend on the sizes of the flux perturbations. Our strategy for calculating the expectation values of the errors is as follows.
( 1 ) Define a reference (2) Perturb each flux in the profile where σ. is the prescribed value of the noise for flux /., and R is a random number normally distributed (i.e., mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 ) on the interval ( -oo, + oo ). The functional form σ / =:σ(/.) is specified by a noise model as described below.
( 3 ) Fit the perturbed profile with a Gaussian line shape to obtain a set of parameter values for that trial. We use Bevington's popular CURFIT algorithm, which combines gradient search and linearization of the test function to determine a least-squares fit (see Bevington 1969 for details).
(4) Repeat steps (2)-(3) in a sufficiently large number of trials to empirically determine the standard deviation of each fitted parameter.
We ran combinations of eight peak flux values and ten FWHM values for each of three noise models. The peak flux values corresponded to S/N ratios ranging from bare detection (-3) to very well exposed (-^70). The input FWHM values ranged from the Nyquist limit (FWHM = 2 pixels) to highly oversampled (FWHM = 20 pixels).
NOISE MODELS
A noise model prescribes the mean monochromatic uncertainty-the σ / discussed above-as a simple function of pixel intensity. We considered noise models corresponding to the following instrument/detector types: ( 1 ) We use lowercase acronyms to emphasize the idealized nature of our models. Nevertheless, the noise properties of most modem detector systems should be amenable to simple analytical representations like those presented below.
For the fts case we take const (i.e., white noise). In an FTS the local noise is uniform, contributed by photon (and/or thermal) noise over the full frequency range accepted by the interferometer. For the hst case we take σ. = where / is measured in counts: the coveted Poisson noise of a "photon counter."
1 For the iue case we focused on the 1200 A region of the SWP camera, where the noise characteristics are the least Poissonian (see Ayres 1992) . We chose peak flux values ranging from minimal detection to saturation. We converted the "native" IUE flux units to equivalent photoelectron counts based on sensitivity factors for the SWP camera given by Coleman and Snijders (1977) . The iue noise model has an approximately behavior at low fluxes, but rapidly becomes essentially linear in /; thus, beyond a critical level the S/N freezes at a constant value ( ^20). Figure 1 compares the three noise models. Figure 2 depicts a sample trial [e.g., steps (1)- (3) above] for the hst case.
RESULTS
LRT showed-for the white noise case-that the predicted uncertainties in the line profile parameters depend explicitly on the two independent variables, the peak S/N [(S/N) 0 =/ 0 /a 0 , where σ 0 is the noise level at the central pixel (= const for the white-noise case)] and the FWHM (as a multiple of the sampling interval ΔΑ). The LRT scaling laws can be expressed in the compact form
l A common misnomer. Typical UV detectors convert incident photons into photoelectrons in the first stage of the detection process. The photoelectrons subsequently are counted individually (HSTOlGlCONs) or integrated {IUE SEC vidicons). Such systems are dominated by "shot noise" in the photoelectron production, rather than by the quantum fluctuations in the incident photon field.
where "X" refers to one of the four parameters and C x is an associated proportionality constant. The definitions of the S/N ratios and values of the proportionality constants derived from LRT are given in Table 1 . The generic relation has the following intuitive interpretation: the S/N of any parameter increases as the square root of the number of samples in the profile (.yF-FWHM/AA) for fixed S/N of the pixel fluxes; and increases directly as the quality of the profile (i.e., its S/N) for a fixed sampling frequency. Note that the coefficient for the peak flux / 0 in Table 1 is close to unity: for FWHM>AA the S/N of the fitted peak flux / 0 can be higher than the input peak S/N because / 0 is a derived quantity for which the least-squares fit makes use of the flux information across the entire profile. Figure 3 depicts our numerically derived S/N ratios for FWHM, /L 0 , / 0 , and f L for the three noise models, together with the LRT results for white noise, as a function of the input peak S/N ratio (for the case FWHM=3, well within the regime for which LRT's analytical model should be valid). Our simulations with different input FWHM values verify LRT's (FWHM/AA) 172 dependence for the whitenoise scaling laws, and extend it to the other noise models as well. Our results agree with the LRT coefficients for the three fundamental shape parameters, and provide a corresponding value for / £ . The latter was not reported by LRT, and cannot be obtained from the constituent parameters by they did not report a scaling law for / r error propagation. In particular, because the random perturbations are applied only to the f i , and not to the A/Ts, the excursions in the fitted / 0 and FWHM in each trial are not statistically independent (in fact they are anticorrelated: i.e., broader than average profiles tend to be squatter than average; while peaky profiles tend to be narrower; all because the integrated ñux of the intrinsic profile is roughly conserved by the normal distribution of the perturbations).
The Poisson noise model yields the most reliable fits for a given peak S/N, because the (S/N). of the points away from the peak declines only as whereas (S/N) / declines faster ( -/.) for the white-noise case. Note the turnup of the iue curves as the peak S/N ratio reaches its maximum value; the improvement in the parameter S/N ratios continues with increasing signal because the fainter shoulders of the Gaussian are still in a regime where the S/N improves with increasing flux. Thus, even though the iue noise model exhibits the unfavorable σ.~/. character-I J I istic in the upper range of fluxes, one can obtain improvement in measured shape parameters with increasing exposure as long as the wings of the emission feature are "underexposed."
The clear separation between the error predictions of the three distinct noise models in terms of peak S/N suggests that one must know the character of the instrumental noise very well before one can apply the appropriate relation in practice. However, the scaling laws can be recast into a more useful form by replacing a Q with the mean noise level (σ.) averaged over the bandpass ± 1 FWHM. Fig. 4 -Same as Fig. 3 , except that the S/N's of the fits are expressed in terms of an average S/N across the profile ( =/,/<σ.) ) rather than the peak S/N. The dashed and solid lines are our fits to the fis and hst cases, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates the results for FWHM = 3. Table 1 lists the corresponding C x coefficients obtained for each of the noise models via least-squares fits to the (S/N) x relations in Fig. 4 .
Although there are differences among the three predictions, they are comparatively small when expressed in terms of / 0 /(σ), especially for the key parameters λ and f L . Thus the expectation values of the uncertainties resulting from three radically different noise models obey essentially a single set of relations. Such a unification permits reliable application of the scaling laws in situations where the exact local dependence of the noise on the signal might not be known a priori, but an empirical estimate-say, based on the rms deviation of the observed fluxes from the fitted profile-can be made.
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